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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR 

Dear Colleagues, 

The developments of previous 

months have challenged audit 

institutions and every auditor 

individually to set up a new system 

for exchanging information. The 

new reality has also forced us to 

rethink our approach to cooperation with other audit 

institutions.  

I believe everyone can imagine that this is a challenging 

time to take over the chairmanship of an EUROSAI 

working group as well. Nevertheless, establishing and 

keeping alive the virtual communication streams with the 

ITWG members  and also with external partners has 

already brought positive results – we have gained an 

understanding of the expectations of the members and we 

see the opportunities that cooperation within EUROSAI 

and INTOSAI frameworks offers. We hope to be a relevant 

information provider for our own community and a platform 

for sharing audit expertise worldwide, a universal source 

of IT auditing knowledge and best practices. 

 

 

 

 

 

This newsletter is a great indication of the interest our 

ITWG members are showing towards this group and the 

values it represents. IT is becoming more and more 

important in the auditing field and it is great to see how 

innovative methods are being taken into use even during 

these critical times. Let us learn from each other and keep 

the information stream alive – through written or virtual 

media! 

Have a good read! 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Janar Holm 

Auditor General of Estonia 

Chair of EUROSAI ITWG 
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FEATURE STORY

A COMMON NECESSITY IN THE HETEROGENOUS IT 

WORKING GROUP 

By Alvar Nõuakas, Head of the ITWG Secretariat 

When I was thinking about a good parallel to taking over 
the chairmanship of the IT Working Group, the first that 
came to mind was a 1994 film “Speed”, where the main 
character had to jump on a speeding bus full of people 
and take over the wheel. It indeed seems that IT is a 
speeding bus in the world now and auditors’ community in 
Europe is in the middle of a digital transformation, having 
to evaluate the risks behind the technologies their 
governments are applying. To stay relevant, we have to 
keep up with the speed of this process. 

So, what is there for a small NAO of Estonia to put on the 
plate for this vast community?  

ITWG is a heterogeneous community of 41 members with 
different needs. Even the definition of “IT audit” varies 
greatly. Over the summer, we performed a survey among 
the ITWG members to understand, how do European audit 
institutions define the concept of IT auditing and what 
types of audits IT auditors are conducting.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As a result, we saw that many SAIs have integrated IT-
related criteria into various audit domains and merged 
them into so-called comprehensive audits. On the other 
hand, many institutions focus on IT related questions 
mainly when auditing systems for payment and 
accounting, for them IT auditing has become an integral 
part of financial audit. Of course, there are still standalone 
IT performance and compliance audits carried out by IT 
auditors, but the trend seems to be integration of IT into 
different domains according to audit institutions’ strategic 
priorities.  

As IT criteria are being implemented horizontally in various 
audits, not only IT auditors are expected to understand the 
prerequisites for effective IT infrastructure and operations. 
For instance, in Estonia, several audits have been 
conducted considering IT systems’ effectiveness, 
performed by environmental auditors, municipal 
government auditors and healthcare systems’ auditors. 
The questions they have asked from our IT auditors during 
their work are relevant, and the audits professional as 
always, but what concerns us, is what questions these 
auditors didn’t know to ask. Would our audits be more 
effective if the auditors would fully understand the risks 
related to the use of technology? 

IT auditing capacity and utilization is something every audit 
institution is in dire need of these days. 

This is something we also received as feedback from the 
ITWG members in the survey. Vast majority of institutions 
expressed great demand for auditors’ training and the 
needs were defined on a very broad scale – from the need 
for basic training for non-IT auditors with little knowledge 
about the value of IT and the IT risks in their field, to 
auditing complex information systems and use auditing 
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tools and automation to shorten the audit cycle. IT auditors 
would need the guidelines, use cases and best practices 
regarding the integration of IT audit element in a 
performance or financial audits and how to manage audit 
quality in the IT field.  

Moreover, a great number of SAIs stressed the need for 
advancing auditors’ data analysis skillset – this shows that 
data analysis is considered an important IT-component of 
auditing. Although this might not by definition be “IT 
auditing”, it is IT in action to promote better audit results. 
Using advanced methods in data analysis is the topic of 
most SAIs meetings these days, but we see room for 
development via sharing the best practices and technical 
background of influential audits. There is no level on which 
an institution can feel mature enough in this field – for 
instance just a couple of weeks ago we discussed with our 
ITWG colleagues, who could teach us, how to apply AI in 
financial auditing. 

When talking about trainings provided to the IT auditors, 
the usual practice is providing ad hoc training and many 

institutions have encouraged their IT-auditors to pass the 
ISACA program, mainly to get a dedicated certification. 
Non-IT auditors, on the other hand, usually receive only 
an overview of IT audit practices during their introductory 
training. There is no arguing, that IT-related training for 
auditors could be more sufficient. 

A training program for auditors has been proposed 
intentionally by us via the new ITWG initiative “Research 
and Training Hub” bearing in mind the heterogeneity of 
Europe and the 41 members of ITWG. Diversity should not 
be considered as a weakness of our group, but rather an 
advantage. Together we can develop a program suitable 
to every auditor and every institution, the examples of 
using several methods or technology can be taken from 
various audit practices. We have good potential for 
designing mutually beneficial training program together 
with 17 audit offices who expressed their readiness to 
support the program with cases, courseware and 
assistance (map below). The training program is not a 
single-institution project, but a mutually beneficial 
undertaking. 
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UPDATES FROM MEMBERS 

EUROPEAN COURT OF AUDITORS: 
Blockchain for European Union audit 

Blockchain technology is relevant for audit. In the near or 
more distant future, auditors will have to deal with smart 
contracts executing automatically, with central bank digital 
currencies (CBDC), with cryptocurrencies and with other 
digital assets, all of which are based on distributed ledger 
technologies (DLT). Blockchain-based applications will 
need to be audited, most probably first by IT auditors. This 
article is not about auditing blockchain in the future but 
about its potential use for auditing already now. 

The European Court of Auditors and blockchain 

The internal reflection in the ECA started already in 2016. 
Between March and June 2018, the ECA ran on a pilot 
project for using blockchain to record, verify, and trace 
documents and any other digitalised audit-related 
information in a dedicated online environment. The “ECA 
Registry” has been available since then to showcase 
practical ways of introducing control by design to audit 
through a globally auditable, immutable ”notarisation” 
system, thus enabling all involved stakeholders to maintain 
fully digital audit trails. 

In April 2018, the EU Member States and the Commission 
established the European Blockchain Partnership (EBP) 
with the aim of aligning policies and regulatory approaches 
to blockchain and developing a trusted European 
Blockchain Services Infrastructure (EBSI) able to deliver 
EU-wide cross-border public services that would comply 
with the highest standards of privacy, cybersecurity, 
interoperability and energy efficiency.  

 
1 The notarisation is linked to the identity of the initiator since he/she has to   
digitally sign the blockchain transaction. 

The ECA proposed the “ECA registry” concept for 
notarisation as a “use case” to EBP in summer 2018 and 
leads its development within EBSI ever since. With the 
EBSI notarisation solution it should be possible to notarise 
a document together with its metadata1 verify the integrity 
and authenticity of a document and link together different 
registrations into a logical chain and give a trusted third 
party (such as an auditor) explicit consent to notarise on 
their behalf in a GDPR compliant way. All the key 
functionalities will be available through a user interface and 
through an Application Programming Interface (API).  

The EBSI provides a trusted and environment friendly 
blockchain infrastructure operated by the EU Member 
States and the European Commission that can enable fully 
digital processes and facilitate the move to the ‘Once-only’ 
principle. 

EBSI notarisation and audit of EU funding 

The following diagram illustrates one possible scenario of 
using EBSI notarisation in the context of the EU funds 
management.  

https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/european-countries-join-blockchain-partnership
https://ec.europa.eu/cefdigital/wiki/display/CEFDIGITAL/ebsi
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This is a simplified view as different and more complex 
scenarios are possible, depending on the storage choice, 
access rights, confidentiality levels and use of the native 
interface. 

ECA and the European Union SAIs 

In November 2019, the ECA setup the Blockchain for Audit 
(B4A) network as a forum where experts from the EU SAIs 
and the ECA to follow the evolution and the implications of 
blockchain on public audit. The B4A network aims to 
facilitate cooperation through information sharing and 
coordinated participation in projects at the European level, 
such as EBSI, or proposed by network members. The B4A 
network is part of the TINA initiative also launched in 
November 2019 and aimed at enhancing the cooperation 
of ECA and EU SAI practitioners on Technology and 
Innovation for Audit. 

State of play and next steps 

The first version of EBSI v1 is available since February 
2020 and EU Member States could start testing the first 
very basic capabilities for all use cases. The next priority is 
to identify suitable pilot projects, involving pioneer Member 
States. Especially for notarisation, pilots can already use 
the advanced functionalities of the “ECA registry” now 
connected to EBSI. These will gradually be moved into the 
EBSI itself in the form of an open source “sample 
application” that should be included in the second version 

of EBSI, the first release of which (EBSI v2.0) should 
be available in spring 2021.  

If you are interested in starting a pilot with ECA registry 
in the EBSI, learning more about EBSI notarisation or 
joining the B4A, please contact the authors of this article 
(email to <name>.<surname>@eca.europa.eu): 
Principal Manager Spyridon Pilos, Auditor Mirko Iaconisi 

See also the articles related to EBSI and TINA on pages 
58 and 108 of the ECA Journal 01/20 

 

CYPRUS: Auditing the use of non-
competitive procedures in IT procurement 

The national legislation in Cyprus provides Contracting 
Authorities (CAs) with a selection of procedures for the 
procurement of goods and services. One of these 
procedures is the negotiated procedure without prior 
publication. The selection of this procedure is restricted to 
exceptional cases, including where, for technical reasons, 
competition is absent The Cyprus Audit Office (CAO) is 
responsible for auditing CAs’ procurement activities on a 
continuous basis. As part of this task, CAO noticed that an 
increasing number of subsequent IT contracts were being 
awarded to the system’s initial provider using the negotiated 
procedure without prior publication. Due to their high 
dependency on the provider, the CAs lacked negotiating 
power which often resulted in significantly increased costs. 

In June 2018, CAO initiated a performance audit to assess 
the use of non-competitive procedures in IT procurement. 
The audit also reviewed the initial contracts for adequacy, 
in relation to the expected design life of the system. 

The audit concluded that using the negotiated procedure in 
subsequent IT contracts is usually not an effective, 

https://www.eca.europa.eu/Lists/ECADocuments/JOURNAL20_01/JOURNAL20_01.pdf
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economic and efficient practice. This was mainly based on 
the following findings: 

• Inadequate requirements definition  
• Insufficient market research 
• Biased and unrealistic reasoning regarding the 

absence of competition  
• Delays in the negotiation process 
• Inaccurate estimations of contract value 

Also, as part of the audit, CAO assessed the extent to 
which the cost and duration of a system’s initial contract 
reflected the expected design life of the system. CAO also 
examined the number of subsequent contracts and the 
frequency of use of the negotiated procedure during the 
lifetime of a system. CAO’s main findings were: 

• The cost of initial contracts amounted to only 34% of 
the total cost of the systems examined 

• The average duration of initial contracts was 4 years, 
whereas the average lifetime of a system was 14 
years to date 

• Upon execution of the initial contract, the current 
provider was awarded 8 subsequent contracts on 
average 

During the audit, CAO also identified a number of 
shortcomings in the areas of IT strategy, project 
management, performance metrics, organizational 
structures and budget execution which were found to affect 
the IT procurement culture and decision-making process. 

CAO’s main recommendations to the CAs were to: 

• Revise the duration of IT contracts to better match 
the system’s expected design life  

• Avoid using the negotiated procedure for subsequent 
contracts as far as possible 

• Perform more realistic estimates of contract value. 
Obtain more accurate pricing information from recent 
contracts and better market research.  

• Implement a uniform approach for upgrading and 
extending IT systems 

• Adopt and apply appropriate standards for the 
interoperability of IT systems 

The CAs adopted the majority of CAO’s recommendations 
and agreed to take the necessary measures. The full CAO 
report can be found at www.audit.gov.cy  

 

FINLAND: ICT and digitalization as 
performance audit targets 

In addition to conventional IT audits, the National Audit 
Office of Finland (NAOF) also conducts performance audits 
targeted at ICT and digitalization. In their present form, 
performance audits with the ICT and digitalization 
perspective date back to 2006, when the NAOF recruited 
the first performance auditor specialized in audits of this 
field. Before this, the NAOF had carried out a few 
performance audits targeted at IT projects.  

The number of personnel at the NAOF has equalled 
approximately 150 person-years. The maximum number of 
performance auditors focused on ICT and digitalization-
related topics that have been simultaneously employed by 
the NAOF has been five. Both an applicable doctor's 
degree and certifications in auditing (e.g. CISA) have been 
considered assets in the recruitments. However, instead of 
formal qualifications, the NAOF has emphasized the 
auditor's practical experience in ICT and digitalization and 
interest in developing their own and the entire agency's 
competence in audits related to these topics. The NAOF 
has succeeded quite well in recruiting top experts, but the 
employee turnover has been higher than usual among 

http://www.audit.gov.cy/
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auditors in this field. This is, nevertheless, also typical with 
other professions in ICT and digitalization.  

The topics of ICT and digitalization-related performance 
audits have been varied. Audits have been targeted at both 
central government and regional development projects. 
Typical topics have included procurement of IT systems by 
government agencies and centralization of central 
government ICT services. In this millennium, central 
government ICT services have been organized in 
increasingly large entities. During the years, the NAOF has 
conducted several audits where the functionality of the 
service centre model has been assessed from several 
perspectives.  

Certain “eternal themes” have come up in the performance 
audits conducted in recent years – regardless of the topic. 
They include at least 

• problems with the strategic steering of digitalization; 
• insufficient interoperability and overall architecture of 

information systems; 
• prolonged initial difficulties of the service centre 

model; 
• defects in the assessment of the total costs of 

purchases and the lifecycle of systems; 
• cyber security. 

Audits related to ICT and digitalization have encouraged 
the public administration to take action. Legislative 
amendments have been made, for example, to enhance the 
interoperability of general government information systems 
and the smoothness of electronic transactions by both 
citizens and enterprises.  

Society and general government do not operate without 
information systems. Fast technological development keeps 
offering new opportunities to increase the efficiency of 
public administration and improve the digital services it 

provides. At the same time, the problems and risks related 
to the digitalization of services and the utilization of ICT are 
becoming more diverse and more difficult to solve.  

The challenge that Supreme Audit Institutions will be facing 
in the next few years is how to integrate the ICT and 
digitalization perspective more often with performance 
audits. Although any performance audit, in practice, could 
nowadays include parts related to information systems and 
electronic services, it is still very usual to exclude 
information systems and their operations from them. 
Performance audits could try to meet this challenge, for 
instance, by utilizing standard-form audit questions related 
to the purchase of information systems and the quality of 
cost estimates, for example. Even if we managed to provide 
a larger group of auditors with basic ICT and digitalization 
competence, we will still continue to need special experts 
in this field. To be able to retain these top experts at the 
NAOF, we will have to keep coming up with ideas of new 
and more challenging audit topics. In the future, it would be 
important to always identify the significance of ICT and 
digitalization for the audit topic and take it into account in 
the planning of performance audits.  

 

FINLAND: NAOF is accelerating the 
development of digitalization and data 

analytics according to its strategy to improve the 
impact of auditing 

The digitalization of societies is proceeding at an ever-
increasing pace. The COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted 
the impact of digital technology on service provision even 
under exceptional circumstances. The ongoing digital 
transformation has been further accelerating recently – 
globally and in all sectors – and it also applies to auditing.  
Digitalization means both threats and opportunities to future 
auditing. One of the threats is that conventional auditing 
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cannot flexibly provide timely audit information to meet 
customer needs if we fail to develop our operations and 
broadly utilize the opportunities offered by digital technology 
and data analytics. On the other hand, digitalization offers 
unique opportunities to auditing and to improving its impact 
as part of the societal knowledge base.  

The National Audit Office of Finland (NAOF) has identified 
the opportunities offered by digitalization in its strategy. As 
part of the implementation of our strategy, we have 
accelerated our development work towards multi-type 
audits utilizing digital and data analytics. The strategic goal 
of the NAOF is to create a new operating model for audits 
by combining different audit methodologies and expertise 
in them with the benefits offered by digitalization and data 
analytics to form ‘multi-type’ audit projects. We thus aim to 
achieve a capability of examining more extensive 
phenomena and entities linked with central government 
finances and to improve the impact of our operations.   

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The NAOF's operations are already digital: data and 
technologies are broadly utilized in financial audits, for 
example. We also utilize digital solutions to support our 
work in other audit types, and we have, for example, 
examined and tested the application of text analytics to 
audits.  In the next phase, the aim of the strategic 
development and digital transformation is to start 
productizing and systematizing digital and data analytics 
services in order to integrate them with all audit work and 
to form a digital multi-type audit process in order to combine 
information produced by the different audit types.  We have 
launched the development work in the autumn of 2020 by 
laying the groundwork and creating common 
understanding:  

• We will define a common digital goal and specify our 
aim and development target in concrete terms, 
turning them into a concept. 

 

 Draft target stage audit process with integrated digital and data analytics functions to maxim audit impact 
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Source: Ministère de l’Economie des Finances et de la Relance, BercyINNOV 2018 

• To be able to produce the concept, we will plan a 
model for digital development and create a first-
phase development portfolio to support the 
implementation (projects) and a modern solution 
architecture required to achieve the goal. 

• The portfolio will also support the management of 
the development and the monitoring of its progress 
in different functions and projects, information 
management, the development of technical and data 
analytics services and architecture, and the 
development of competence and operations 
according to the model – in all necessary areas.  

• In the initial development phase, we will focus on 
information and data management, i.e. the raw 
material of our audit work, to ensure that the data 
and information required for digitalization and data 
analytics are broadly utilizable both in audits and in 
our data analytics services supporting them. 

The first implementation phase of the digital development 
takes place from 2021 to 2023, during which period we will 
lay the foundation for multi-type audits. 

At the NAOF, we have a solid foundation to set off towards 
the next phase of digital development and transformation, 
keeping our minds open to the opportunities offered by 
digitalization and other things that change the world and 
audit work. Our development work is goal-oriented, but we 
will also see to it that we will learn and have fun developing 
the NAOF's operations together with our own experts, our 
stakeholders and customers, and our international partners.   

 

 FRANCE: Competent personnel resources 
in the digital domain within economic and 

financial ministries 

The availability of qualified personnel is one of the major 

challenges for public administrations to succeed in their 

public transformation. The French Court of Accounts has 

carried out a survey, published in the 2020 annual public 

report, on the resources of personnel with digital skills 

in the economic and financial ministries (see page 173, 
report available here: 
https://www.ccomptes.fr/system/files/2020-02/20200225-
RPA-2020-tome-II.pdf). This survey integrates the 
transformation strategy adopted by the State in April 2019, 
entitled "TECH.GOUV", and the action plan that followed, 
one of the challenges of which is to attract talent, and to 
retain skills. 

These ministries were pioneers in the use of information 
technology within the State; they have largely computerized 
their processes and their relations with users. They are the 
leading civilian employer of agents in charge of the State's 
information systems. However, the agents are relatively old 
and are often assigned to assistance tasks with little added 
value. Pursuing the digital transformation under good 
conditions requires these ministries to be able to continue 
to recruit the right skills, retain them and manage the age 
pyramid.  

 

https://www.ccomptes.fr/system/files/2020-02/20200225-RPA-2020-tome-II.pdf
https://www.ccomptes.fr/system/files/2020-02/20200225-RPA-2020-tome-II.pdf
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In concluding its investigation, the Court found that the 
economic and financial ministries encounter difficulties in 
recruiting and retaining qualified staff. Many posts remain 
unfilled after competitive recruitment procedures, and few 
young graduates are recruited. To successfully complete 
their digital transformation, these ministries must implement 
new recruitment methods, particularly through 
apprenticeships and the provision of initial engineering 
training. They must strengthen existing ones by adapting 
competitive selection methods to the reality of the labor 
market and by increasing the use of contract workers. 
These ministries must also develop their attractiveness and 
consider the creation of real career paths and salary 
increases. It can also mobilize other levers, by developing 
communication on job openings, adapting the work 
environment to "agile" methods, and strengthening the 
coordination of skills management efforts. 

 

 GERMANY: Auditing IT systems as part of 
the audit of the annual financial statements 

Due to the digitalisation of accounting and payment 
processes in the federal administration, auditing IT systems 
has become an essential part of the German SAI’s 
mandatory audit of federal accounts. To conduct these IT 
system audits, we utilise a risk-based audit approach 
related to the International Standards on Auditing (ISA). In 
Germany, the ISA are transposed into national audit 
standards by the Institut der Wirtschaftsprüfer e.V. (Institute 
of Public Auditors in Germany, Incorporated Association – 
abbr. IDW) and published as IDW Auditing Standards (IDW 
PS).  

We have aligned our IT system audit to IDW PS 330 (“Audit 
of Financial Statements in an Information Technology 
Environment”) which is closely related to ISA 315 / ISSAI 
1315 “Identifying and assessing the risks of material 

misstatement through understanding the entity and its 
environment”. Our IT system audit approach covers all 
aspects of compliance and IT security matters in the use of 
IT systems for payment and accounting. The key criteria for 
assessing them are laid down in federal budget law and 
applicable IT governance frameworks such as COBIT, ITIL, 
ISO 27001, BSI Grundschutz. 

Based on our audit reports, the Public Accounts Committee 
of Federal Parliament called to the government 
departments and agencies to study the risks arising from 
the use of IT in their accounting systems. Furthermore, the 
Federal Ministry of Finance provided government 
departments with support activities such as training, sample 
documents and process templates.  

Due to the ongoing digital transformation of the payment 
and accounting processes (electronic invoicing, IT 
consolidation, automated recording and payments), the 
number and the complexity of IT systems as well as the 
amount of ledger entries are increasing. As a result, IT 
auditors need to adapt to this new environment. 

For this reason, we have embarked on a data-driven 
approach using computer-assisted audit tools to identify 
and assess risks and collect audit evidence. For the audit 
of a complex accounting system, we analysed a large 
amount of ledger entries (appr. 50 million records).  

First, we analysed the ledger entries to gain a basic insight 
into the business processes. The second step was to 
cluster the data and focus on cases that had been subject 
to manual changes and therefore carried risk. In a third step 
we assessed the internal controls by analysing the 
effectiveness of the segregation of duties. For example, we 
found cases where data had been changed by the same 
two users within a short amount of time. It took the users 
just a few seconds from entering a change into the system 
to approving it. We concluded from this that this internal 
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Examples of visualising large amounts of data 

control mechanism was apparently not as effective as it 
seemed at first sight. Visualising our findings in our audit 
report helped the auditee to better understand our 
methodology and the way in which we generated our 
findings (see case examples on figures below). 

 

 

 

 

GERMANY: Implementation of the Online 
Access Act, case study on the federal 

digitisation programme 

To better shape digital transformation and address the 
associated technological challenges and changes that 
affect everyday life of the citizens, in 2017, the German 
government adopted legislation to enhance online access 
to public services. This is the Act to Improve Access to 
Administrative Services, short title: Online Access Act. 
Legislation stipulates that by the year 2022, a total of 575 
user-focused public services shall go online in Germany. 
Future public service users expect to manage their needs 
easily and in a user-friendly way. 

The German SAI has selected digital transformation as a 
focus area for its work. In 2018 and 2019, we studied as to 
how the Federal Ministry of the Interior, Building and 
Homeland Affairs (the Ministry) has implemented the law. 
On the one hand, the Ministry holds sole responsibility for 
offering federal government services online (federal 
digitisation programme). On the other hand, the Ministry 
synchronises service implementation across multiple 
government levels. 

The Ministry listed 575 administrative services in an online 
catalogue. We found that the Ministry was not fully aware 
of sequence of operations for implementing such services. 
At central government level, the Ministry planned to enable 
citizens to submit and complete digital applications online 
and receive a confirmation via an electronic back channel. 
There was no assurance on timely implementation of 
the once-only principle in the federal digitisation 
programme.  Nor had the Ministry carefully studied the 
organisational management processes following online 
submission of an application. 
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In particular, this is not in line with the European Union (EU) 
regulation on the establishment of a central digital access 
gateway (Single Digital Gateway - SDGR). The Ministry had 
also failed to adequately arrange for digitalising the 21 
major services set out in the SDGR.  

We recommended to the Ministry promptly concluding its 
plans for online public services. The SDGR strives for full 
online delivery of 21 services in accordance with EU 
requirements. In the medium term, the Ministry should also 
subscribe to that goal for the other services set out in the 
Online Access Act in an effort to increase acceptance 
among citizens. This effort also requires optimising and 
digitalising the related organisational management 
processes. 

The Ministry stated that the steps proposed at domestic 
level met the SDGR requirements for full online delivery of 
the 21 basic services. The Ministry made the point that the 
once-only principle would not be complied with before 2023. 
The Ministry added that the purpose of implementing the 
Online Access Act merely was to make 575 public services 
accessible online. The Ministry concluded that although not 
expressly stated in the Online Access Act, it was an implicit 
goal to enhance internal organisational structures and 
processes. 

We do not fully concur with this reasoning. We doubt 
especially that the target of implementing the once-only-
principle for the 21 major public services included in the 
SDGR will be accomplished by 2023.  

 

 

 

 

HUNGARY: Digital transformation 
experiences 

We are all living in a continuously changing, transformative 
environment. While digital transformation of business 
processes at auditees are progressing at a rocket pace, 
there is a high uncertainty of what SAIs should do with 
these and what innovations of digitalization-answers will be 
successful and needed in a longer term. 

SAIs should find answers how to audit new techniques, like 
robots and artificial machines – keeping in mind that there 
are still auditees like small municipalities, who are not 
aware of any digital change – and should themselves apply 
digital technologies in their own activities and audit 
processes. 

Most of the organizations invest heavily in new 
technologies, others simply do not take a single step to 
develop their context. Consequently, sometimes as auditors 
we cannot even use new methods, new techniques as we 
first should enhance the auditees to foster leadership driven 
transformation. On the other hand–when we find new 
solutions for nearing innovations and changes in audit 
environment – it is not really a goal to sometimes feel like 
Marty in Back to the Future, taking the driver’s seat in 
DeLorean, and looking around surprised. These new 
solutions, new directions indeed have to be focused, 
directed, and put in an intentionally created framework. 
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The very first step might be the mapping of digital maturity 
of the auditee-population. This might correlate with the 
numbers (the bigger the budget, the more developed 
processes are used) or simply prioritize the auditees based 
on the significance of institution in state budget; or 
significance/relevancy of public service they provide. 

Another area would be to innovate the data collection 
methods of SAIs. (This is a significant project at SAO 
Hungary.) Real time connection to systems of auditees or 
secured, validated, legally reachable and trusted sources of 
information (moreover documentation) or direct collection of 
data are all areas of progression. 

The change in auditee-techniques, or in the methodologies 
used are also means of moving forward. SAO Hungary 
created a so called ‘TechProject’ for that. The goal is to 
keep sailing downwind - methodological changes had 
already started years ago -, and to determine new easy-
way audit programs. 

SAO of Hungary decided to make several changes besides 
the above but let us start with the kick-off of all: the legal 
mandate. The requirement to apply modern IT solutions is 
already set out in Government Decision No. 44/2019. (XI. 
19.), where the National Assembly recognised the State 
Audit Office of Hungary’s activity in 2018 to facilitate the 
transition to the digital auditing environment, and expressed 
the intent that it supports all other activities of the State 
Audit Office of Hungary to promote the provision of data 
from an authentic source as a result of digital data 
processing, and the authenticity and appropriateness of 
audited entities’ data provision and reporting in compliance 
with the legislative provisions. 

As to our view, this clear intention of the Parliament 
realizing that tracking and exploiting explosive development 
requires a paradigm shift, new approaches, new methods, 

new thinking from organisations, keeping in mind that 
digitisation is a tool and not a goal. 

Our SAO intends to become a model organisation in terms 
of digitisation: we have to develop the internal technological 
environment while adapting to the external audit 
environment, as well as building the appropriate channels 
to stakeholders and developing contact points, platforms. 

 
LITHUANIA: Is cybercrime combated 
effectively? 

The COVID-19 pandemic has led to ever greater digitisation 
of the society: use of services, remote work, e-commerce, 
and financial transactions. Also, the number of possibilities 
for committing criminal offence in cyberspace have 
increased. 

 
The scale of cybercrime threats is high and growing, with 
cyber incidents almost doubling in recent years and the 
number of people exposed to cybercrime increasing as 
indicates the audit “Is cybercrime combated effectively” 
carried out by the National Audit Office of Lithuania (NAOL). 

Over the last year, almost 1,300 criminal offences 
committed in the cyberspace were registered in Lithuania, 
the largest share of which was Internet fraud – 58 per cent, 
as well as data- and system security-related crime – 34 per 
cent, child pornography – 6 per cent, and copyright and 
xenophobic offences – 2 per cent. However, in 2019, 
compared to 2016, the number of criminal offences 
registered in the police decreased by 17 per cent. It does 
not reflect the actual trends of these threats and their 
growth. 
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One of the reasons for this is that the police do not receive 
all information about possible criminal offences in 
cyberspace. The existing shortcomings in the management 
of cyber incidents lead to the fact that the police are not 
provided with all information about cyber incidents which 
are potentially criminal offences. 

The audit carried out by the NAOL shows that public 
security in cyberspace needs to be increased. Preventive 
activities for cybercrime are carried out by police and eight 
other institutions under their established priorities. During 
the period of 2015-2019, the police bodies alone 
implemented approximately 1.5 thousand various 
preventive measures. However, the participating institutions 
do not coordinate preventive measures with each other, do 
not perform impact assessments of preventive activities, 
therefore, similar preventive measures are implemented 
that do not produce the necessary results. According to 
Eurobarometer survey, in 2019, compared to 2018, there 
was a 16 per cent increase in the population who believe 
that they are not capable of protecting themselves against 
cybercrime, and Lithuania ranked 26th in the EU according  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

to this indicator (from 28 per cent to 44 per cent, 
respectively). Also, 42 per cent of the population are not 
well informed about the threats of crime in the cyberspace, 
and 80 per cent of them are not aware of official channels 
to report a cybercrime. 

Moreover, the performance effectiveness of specialised 
cybercrime units is insufficient. According to the results of 
the audit, in 2019, compared to 2016, the number of 
cybercrime pre-trial investigations transferred to the court 
by specialised units decreased by 9 per cent, while in 
2017–2019, 11 per cent of decisions checked by 
prosecutors to suspend, terminate or refuse to initiate 
cybercrime pre-trial investigations were repealed as 
unfounded. The effectiveness of these investigations is 
influenced by the insufficiently efficient management model 
of specialised units and the training of officials and 
prosecutors. 

Audit report in Lithuanian is available at: 
https://www.vkontrole.lt/failas.aspx?id=4101  
Audit report summary in English is available at: 
https://www.vkontrole.lt/failas.aspx?id=4108  
 
 

https://www.vkontrole.lt/failas.aspx?id=4101
https://www.vkontrole.lt/failas.aspx?id=4108
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MALTA: ICT across Local Councils 

In March 2020, the National Audit Office (NAO) 
of Malta published an IT audit report regarding ICT across 
Local Councils (LCs). This IT audit covered various aspects 
of IT in Local Councils (LCs) across Malta and Gozo.  

There are 68 elected LCs, spread over six regions each run 
by the related Regional Council (RC) and supervised by the 
Local Government Division (LGD). The National Audit 
Office (NAO) reviewed 15 of the 68 LCs. The IT aspects 
considered in this audit included IT management, software 
applications and IT operations.  

The key findings of the report included: 

1. IT Staff and IT Budget – Out of 15 LCs reviewed, 
none had duly qualified IT persons and only three had 
an IT budget. 

2. Card Payment Facility – None of the 15 LCs 
reviewed accepted card payments. 

3. Accounting System – All 68 LCs and the five RCs 
have separate installations of the same accounting 
system and none are connected to the LGD. Periodic 
accounting updates sent by LCs are consolidated 
manually by LGD. 

 
 

4. Permits system – Only three of the 15 LCs visited, 
had a system to issue and keep track of permits, 
called ORNIT, whilst another council was about to 
procure a similar system, which was being built from 
scratch by another supplier. 

5. Customer complaints and mail tracking systems – 
Only four out of 15 LCs reviewed had procured 
systems to keep track of residents’ complaints. 

6. LC websites – Various findings were highlighted 
whilst reviewing the websites of 42 of the 68 LCs (as 
listed in Chapter 3 of the report). 

7. Live streaming and On-Demand Facility – Out of 68 
LCs, 12 had a non-functioning live streaming system 
and only 13 implemented the on-demand facility. 

8. Data Backup – Out of 15 LCs visited, only three were 
taking automated daily full backups, whereas others 
were either taking partial backups or conducting 
backups on ad hoc or weekly basis. Two LCs were 
not taking backups at all. 

9. LAN – Only four of the 15 LCs visited had a 
functioning LAN to connect the PCs on site. 
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The NAO recommended that the LGD, should: 

1. allocate qualified IT staff at the RCs. 
2. embark on the integration of systems related to 

financial reporting, permits issuance and tracking of 
customer complaints across all LCs.   

3. conduct a comprehensive review of LC websites, 
social media and streaming services.  

4. embark on the installation of LANs in all LCs that 
have no such network. 

The NAO was informed that since the audit was conducted, 
the government launched the process for the preparation 
of a Digital Strategy for Local Government. The Ministry is 
also looking to introduce systems and solutions whereby 
the citizen has access and visibility to follow the ongoing 
work, including access to submitted complaints and actions 
taken as well as information on larger projects being carried 
out in the same community. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The IT audit report together with recommendations can be 
viewed by clicking on this link.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

http://nao.gov.mt/loadfile/8eeb39ff-b779-45aa-b42c-2c4b5f1869c9
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THE NETHERLANDS: Audit on algorithms 
 

Why are we auditing algorithms? 

The Netherlands Court of Audit is launching an audit into 
the governments use of algorithms. The impact of 
algorithms on the way the Government acts and performs 
is ever increasing, which in turn impacts the public and 
business. Therefore, it is important for the Netherlands 
Court of Audit to gain better insights into the types of 
algorithms used by the Government, for which activities 
they are being used, their impact on society and how to 
best assess them. 

In line with our strategy, Trust based on Understanding, we 
will assess independently how the government’s algorithms 
work in practice and identify areas where improvements 
can be made. This is the Court’s very first audit of the 
societal effects of algorithms. 

An algorithm is a set of rules that a computer automatically 
follows to make calculations that can solve problems or 
answer questions. The government is increasing its use of 
them in its IT systems. The expectation is that algorithms 
increase the efficiency and effectiveness of its services, 
more so than traditional IT applications algorithms are also 
playing a more prominent role in automated decision-
making that affect the public and businesses. This leads to 
growing concerns about discrimination, privacy, 
transparency, accountability and the like. 

What questions will our investigation ask? 

• What types of algorithm are being used by the 
Government and the organisations associated with it 
and in what activities and processes? What are the 
outcomes and risks? 

• How have the administration/governance and quality 
control of the algorithms used by the government and 
the organisations associated with it been organised? 

• To what extent are the risks of certain selected 
algorithms controlled and benchmarked against an 
assessment framework? 

We will select and assess a number of algorithms that the 
government is currently using and that have an impact on 
the public and business. We will do so by developing an 
assessment framework based on existing standards and 
best practices. The assessment framework will serve as a 
platform that can be used both inside and outside central 
government in the future. 

Audit started: February 2020 

Planned publication date: end of January 2021 

 

THE NETHERLANDS: Focus on colla-
borative ICT tools in central government 

Modern employees need more than just access to email 
and a network drive in order to work from home. Video 
conferencing, text messaging, online file sharing – 
hundreds of applications are available to work remotely with 
colleagues. However, not all of them are suitable for every 
kind of work. Some cannot guarantee, for instance, that 
confidential information will remain confidential. We want to 
know what ICT applications central government is using to 
facilitate working from home and what the policy is. 

Why are we carrying out this investigation? 

The corona crisis has shown that the Netherlands has the 
infrastructure necessary to work en masse from home. Civil 
servants and politicians are using many kinds of user-
friendly, efficient and productivity-boosting ICT applications 
and services such as WhatsApp, Skype and WeTransfer. 

https://english.rekenkamer.nl/publications/publications/2016/03/24/trust-based-on-understanding
https://english.rekenkamer.nl/latest/news/2020/02/12/understanding-algorithms#timeline-major-event-093102663358372999
https://english.rekenkamer.nl/latest/news/2020/02/12/understanding-algorithms#timeline-minor-event-093102677-2084219568
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Some of these services, however, are being used outside 
the usual secure and backed-up workspaces. The 
government’s control over the applications and what the 
providers can do with the data (both file content and 
personal data) differ per application. This is important for 
the following reasons: 

• Unauthorised persons can gain a commercial 
advantage by accessing confidential government 
communications. 

• Government decision-making must be transparent at 
all times. This is not possible if messages in the 
decision-making process are deleted. 

• The government must know where data are stored 
and who can access them. Otherwise, sensitive data 
can be sold or fall into the wrong hands. 

Even if the government itself does not control the 
applications, agreements can be made on their safe and 
correct use. We want to know what agreements have been 
made and how they are communicated to civil servants and 
politicians. 

What are we going to investigate? 

The Netherlands Court of Audit will carry out a focus audit 
to investigate the collaborative use of ICT tools. Focus 
audits take a quick but close look at a topical issue. We 
report only the facts and make no recommendations. This 
investigation will address three key questions: 

• What ICT tools is central government using for 
communications and remote working? 

• What is the government’s policy on the use of these 
tools and how does it communicate its policy? 

• Why are these ICT tools being used and what are their 
advantages and disadvantages? 

Planned publication date: October 2020 

NORWAY: Penetration testing as a new tool 
for SAIs in IT audit? 

In the last four to five years, penetration testing has become 
an integral component of the IT security audits that the 
OAG carries out in the public administration. The 
penetration tests have exposed serious discrepancies that 
we have reported both to the audited organisation and in 
the AG’s annual report to Parliament. 

The reason for using penetration tests as part of our 
methodology is as a natural consequence to the threat level 
and challenges that the public administration faces in a 
digitalised world. 

In the late 90's, our IT audits often included analysis of 
system documentation and procedures. We uncovered 
many weaknesses, and the auditees eventually advanced 
in developing policies and procedures. In the early 2000’s, 
we started extracting data from financial and management 
systems, such as usernames, access rights, password- and 
log setups. Again, our reports resulted in greater awareness 
and improvements in this area. 

Digitalisation of the public administration increased 
throughout the 2000s, as did exposure to the internet. 
Hence, IT audit shifted its focus to Information Security 
Management System (ISMS), and we extracted more and 
more configuration data from networks, firewalls and 
operating systems. This to ensure that IT security is 
managed appropriately, both through implementation of an 
ISMS framework and secure configuration of systems and 
networks. These audits have identified several 
vulnerabilities. The public administration has corrected  
some of these weaknesses in their systems; however, they 
lack a holistic approach. 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Penetration_test
https://www.riksrevisjonen.no/rapporter-mappe/no-2019-2020/arlig-revisjon-og-kontroll-budsjettaret-2018/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Information_security_management
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Information_security_management
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/System_configuration
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Simplified model of how penetration testing can be a tool in ISMS audits 

Modules in the IT Audit Champions Programme 

 

 

To assess whether the overall security is sufficient, we have 
now added penetration testing to our toolbox. We wanted 
to find out, regardless of the implementation of ISMS and 
secure configurations, whether we still could be able to 
break into and gain control of key systems and access 
sensitive data. The penetration tests have exposed serious 
vulnerabilities that the auditees have acknowledged and 
have started to correct. 

It is important to note that penetration tests are carried out 
in collaboration with the auditee and is one of several 
methods to shed light on the security measures at the 
auditee. Penetration testing alone cannot cover all 
attack vectors. It is also important to point out that 
even if we, through our penetration tests should 
not be successful, it does not mean that others 
with more time and resources will not be. 

In summary, our experience is that penetration 
testing in combination with traditional IT audit is a 
good approach to strengthen information security 
in the public sector. 

By Børre Lagesen, special advisor, SAI Norway 

NORWAY: Cooperation with African SAIs - 
The IT Audit Champions Program 

OAG Norway has had a cooperation with the African 
Organisation of English-speaking Supreme Audit 
Institutions (AFROSAI-E) for many years. In 2016, the 
cooperation was expanded to include IT audit. AFROSAI-E 
had observed significant differences in the area of IT audit 
between the SAIs in the region. Many SAIs had not yet 
started conducting IT audits, and only a few had 
established dedicated IT audit units. The challenges faced 
by these SAIs included inadequate number of IT auditors 
and ability to build capabilities to audit critical public 
information systems. 

To fill this gap, OAGN and AFROSAI-E launched the IT 
Audit Champions Programme - a 4-module training 
programme for prospective IT auditors. Each module 
consists of a week of hands-on training including 
presentations and discussion from participants who have 
carried out an audit of topics from previous modules.   

The programme covers topics like application- and general 
IT controls, databases (both MS SQL and Oracle), Active 
Directory, and networks and firewalls. In the first round of 
the programme (2017 - 2019), 24 auditors from eleven 
different SAIs signed up to become IT Audit Champions.  
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Press conference on publishing the first IT audit report of SAI Serbia 

Hence, agreeing to conduct at least two pilot audits on each 
of the topics covered, and to train their colleagues in their 
own SAIs. OAGN has provided audit programs, scripts for 
extracting data from databases and firewalls, and images 
to run on virtual machines for practise.  

The evaluation of the first round of the programme showed 
good results and that the participating SAIs were very 
satisfied. Many SAIs have now implemented IT audit units 
and carried out their first IT audits based on the training. 
The programme has also created a community of IT 
auditors where experiences are shared, and support is 
provided. In addition, when the second round of the 
programme started last year, some of the first-round 
participants joined as facilitators - to teach a new 
generation of IT Audit Champions. 

By senior advisor Hanne Nordrehaug and special advisor 
Børre Lagesen 

 

SERBIA: The Republic of Serbia has not yet 
developed accurate records on real estate 

at its disposal 

The Republic of Serbia has not yet developed accurate 
records on the real estate at its disposal, although the Law 
on Public Property was adopted in 2011. Total of 230,000 
real estates were recorded, but estimates on the final 
number of all types of real estate cannot be determined – 
that was presented in the Performance Audit Report 
"Efficiency of the Information System for the Public Property 
Register" of the State Audit Institution of Serbia (SAI). 

This is the first IT audit report which, according to Dr. Dusko 
Pejovic, SAI President and Auditor General, was conducted 
for two reasons - previous findings of audit reports and 
findings from the Performance Audit Report "Management 

of Real Estate Owned by the Republic of Serbia", published 
by SAI in 2015.  

 
 

The goal of the audit, which was conducted during 2019, 
was to assess the efficiency of the information system of 
the Register of Publicly Owned Real Estate, adequacy of 
the Application, verification of the timeliness and integrity of 
recorded data and assessment of the overall security of the 
information system. 

The key message of this audit is that the information system 
of the Register of Publicly Owned Real Estate does not 
allow recording of data in a fully efficient manner and that 
users have not taken all necessary steps to record data in 
the register. Insufficient user activity and inadequate IT 
management did not lead to the fulfillment of the basic goal 
of the Register of Publicly Owned Real Estate, which are 
comprehensive, unique and up-to-date records. Although 
the information system for the Register of Publicly Owned 
Real Estate of the Republic Property Directorate of the 
Republic of Serbia meets the prescribed obligations, users 
did not recognize its usability for asset management 
purposes and they did not enter data on all real estate 
partially or completely. The existing manner of Application 
access, which includes mandatory use of electronic 
certificate, made it difficult or impossible for a number of 
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users to work, because the persons in charge of entry do 
not have an electronic certificate, or there were technical 
problems with its usage.  

The causes of the minimal usage of the information system 
of the Register of Publicly Owned Real Estate are 
insufficient capacities, deficiencies in the software solution, 
inadequate training of users.   

In 2016, a public electronic Register of Publicly Owned Real 
Estate was established, but it is not updated regularly. 

Although the information system has been improved 
several times in the previous three years, this has not led 
to the desired results, so there is room for additional 
improvements to the entire system, both in the Application 
and in the organization of the employees in institutions in 
charge of these activities, and also in certain activities 
performed by the Republic Property Directorate. 

English version of the audit report is available at 
https://www.dri.rs/audit/summary-reports/archive-
2019.461.html  

 

SLOVENIA: Status of IT audit 
 

Court of Audit of the Republic of Slovenia has more than 
15 years of IT audit experience. In the past, we have 
audited several large IT projects for which we have mostly 
adopted a tailored made IT performance audit approach. In 
most cases we have assessed the efficiency of IT support 
for important new government initiatives (like eHealth, land 
register, tax collection) as well as many different large and 
small areas that need strong IT support (state budget, 
judiciary system, health insurance, blood transfusion, 
election commission). 

Four experienced IT auditors and several younger talented 
performance auditors are currently engaged in following IT 
audits: 

• efficiency of IT support to social security centres,  
• efficiency of the State's systematic approach to cyber 

security management,  
• efficiency and effectiveness of the establishment and 

operation of the national cloud computing,  
• efficiency of cyber security management for critical 

infrastructure at Slovenian electric power transmission 
system operator, 

• efficiency of business continuity and IT business 
continuity management at our largest public drinking 
water supply company and 

• efficiency in managing business reporting 
requirements. 

We are developing capacity in the areas of cybersecurity, 
critical infrastructure and business continuity management. 
We expect the results of the efforts to be more prominent 
next year. 

English summaries and infographics of a most of our IT 
audits can be found at http://www.rs-rs.si/en/audits-
auditing/audit-archive/ under the topic "IT System". All of our 

https://www.dri.rs/audit/summary-reports/archive-2019.461.html
https://www.dri.rs/audit/summary-reports/archive-2019.461.html
http://www.rs-rs.si/en/audits-auditing/audit-archive/
http://www.rs-rs.si/en/audits-auditing/audit-archive/
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IT audits are available on our Slovenian language website 
http://www.rs-rs.si/revizije-in-revidiranje/arhiv-revizij/ under 
the heading "Tematika" category "Informacijski sistemi". 

We will be glad to provide additional information on 
sloaud@rs-rs.si  

 

TURKEY: Latest IT audit and IT 
developments at the TCA 

Information systems are powerful tools contributing to the 
successful fulfilment of an entity’s duties. Lately there are 
many IT&IT audit developments at the Turkish Court of 
Accounts (TCA). 

IT Audit Developments 

The Turkish Court of Accounts (TCA) has a dedicated IT 
Audit Department with 13 IT auditors including 2 CISAs, 
which is equipped with roles and responsibilities to execute 
IT audits, develop methodology and provide IT audit 
support to regularity audit teams in special cases.  

Beside information system audits, this department has also 
developed a specific methodology for auditing e-Gov 
projects. Pilot audits in various public institutions such as 
Turkish Immigration Institution, Ministry of Health, Ministry 
of Trade, and Social Security Institution carried out for 
testing the newly developed audit methodology. 

IT Developments 

In the TCA, four main computer assisted systems are being 
used for planning, executing and managing the audits. 

1. Data Analysis System - VERA 

TCA has a data analysis program, called VERA. With the 
help of this system, risky areas are determined by 
evaluating financial records and also the previous year 

audit results and those areas are prioritized in the overall 
annual audit programs. 

2. Audit Management Program - SayCap 

TCA has an audit management program, called SayCAP, 
which provides remote access for audit teams. This 
program guarantees that audit works are planned, 
executed, documented, and managed in line with the audit 
manuals and international audit standards. 

Regularity Audits, Performance Audits, State Economic 
Enterprises Audits by TCA are performed by means of 
SayCap. 

 
3. Data and Document Back-up and Sharing System 

(SAYDRIVE) 

The TCA has a secure file-server system, which is used for 
document sharing and data back-up. This system is 
designed to enable users to connect from inside and 
outside the institution via their mobile devices/computers. 

4. Electronic Data Collecting System 

Accounting data and other financial and non-financial data 
of all auditees are collected periodically and electronically 
to our data warehouse using a secure database connection. 
The system integrates all digital data into a centralized 
structure. This system checks and controls the data before 
being uploaded. 

 

http://www.rs-rs.si/revizije-in-revidiranje/arhiv-revizij/
mailto:sloaud@rs-rs.si
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Other Developments 

• Within the scope of the measures to prevent the 
spread of the COVID-19 pandemic, distance work 
model implemented and remote access and use of the 
VPN remote access connection has been provided to 
the staff.  

• As part of the reporting process, new ways of 
communicating with the auditee and gathering 
information and collecting documents were needed. In 
this sense, draft audit reports were sent to auditees in 
electronic environments and their responses again 
were received electronically.  

• For the next period, TCA is working on a new model 
to execute all stages and processes of the audit work 
to be performed electronically.  

• The trainings to the staff as well as the audit team 
meetings have generally been conducted online via 
virtual channels. 

For more information, please visit: 
https://www.sayistay.gov.tr/en/  
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NEWS FROM ITWG SECRETARIAT, EUROSAI AND INTOSAI  

Upcoming ITWG virtual seminar 

On 12 November 2020, the e-Seminar “SAIs and the 
Digital Turn: Developing IT skills and IT audit capacity” 
will be held online, hosted by the Secretariat of 
EUROSAI ITWG.  

 
Participants will have a chance to hear the experiences of 
selected SAIs in developing IT/IT-audit skills of their staff 
as well as a relevant keynote address and a panel 
discussion of SAI dignitaries about the strategic 
perspectives on SAIs’ capacity building in IT. Additionally, 
workshops are organized during the e-Seminar to discuss 
the critical IT-competences of both IT-auditors as well non-
IT-auditors with all participants. The event will also serve 
as a kick-start to the new ITWG work stream “Research & 
Training Hub” included in the new ITWG Work Plan. 
Invitations with registration info (deadline November 2) 
have been sent to ITWG members and cooperation 
partners via e-mail. 

Further details may be obtained via itwg@riigikontroll.ee  

 

New reports in the CUBE 

Control Space for e-Government Audit project (or the 
CUBE) is a tool for facilitating audits of e-government and 
is handled by one of the subgroups of EUROSAI IT 
Working Group. As an innovation, the CUBE not only 

compiles reports on e-governance related audits 
conducted in European countries, but also seeks to 
provide an overview of all new audit projects in the world. 

The latest audit reports added to the database are: 

• COVID-19: Federal Efforts Could Be Strengthened 
by Timely and Concerted Actions (2020) – 
Overview of the response to the COVID-19 (US 
Government Accountability Office) 

• Does the Public Investment in Internet Access 
Reach the Population? (2020) – Middle mile 
network is not enough (State Audit Office of the 
Republic of Latvia) 

• Cyber security of border controls operated by 
Dutch border guards at Amsterdam Schiphol 
Airport (2020) – Airport prepares for cyber-attacks 
(Netherlands Court of Audits) 

• Is Cybercrime Combated Effectively (2020) – Good 
coordination needed to fight cybercrime (National 
Audit Office of the Republic of Lithuania) 

• The information system of the Public Real Estate 
Registry does not enable the recording of data in 
a completely efficient manner (2019) – Users to be 
involved (State Audit Institution of Serbia) 

• VA ACQUISITION MANAGEMENT: Supply Chain 
Management and COVID- 19 Response (2019) – 
Pandemic points up weaknesses of procurement 
solutions (US Government Accountability Office) 

• The Art of Governing – the Government’s 
management of cultural sector institutions (2019) 
– The Art of Influencing cultural institutions (Swedish 
National Audit Office) 

mailto:itwg@riigikontroll.ee
http://egov.nik.gov.pl/g/egov/US/2020/Covid19FederalEfforts/alg_Covid19FederalEfforts.html
http://egov.nik.gov.pl/g/egov/LV/2020/internetAccess/alg_internetAccess.html
http://egov.nik.gov.pl/g/egov/LV/2020/internetAccess/alg_internetAccess.html
http://egov.nik.gov.pl/g/egov/NL/2020/BorderControlCyberSecurity/alg_BorderControlCyberSecurity.html
http://egov.nik.gov.pl/g/egov/LT/2020/cybercrime/alg_cybercrime.html
http://egov.nik.gov.pl/g/egov/LT/2020/cybercrime/alg_cybercrime.html
http://egov.nik.gov.pl/g/egov/SR/2019/RealEstateRegistry/alg_RealEstateRegistry.html
http://egov.nik.gov.pl/g/egov/SR/2019/RealEstateRegistry/alg_RealEstateRegistry.html
http://egov.nik.gov.pl/g/egov/US/2019/VAsupplyChainC19/alg_VAsupplyChainC19.html
http://egov.nik.gov.pl/g/egov/US/2019/VAsupplyChainC19/alg_VAsupplyChainC19.html
http://egov.nik.gov.pl/g/egov/SE/2019/CulturalInstitutions/alg_CulturalInstitutions.html
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• The BBC’s understanding of its audiences and 
users (2019) – Understand your audience, BBC 
(National Audit Office) 

• Smart tax administration system (2019) – Smart 
tax vs. shadow economy (National Audit Office of the 
Republic of Lithuania) 

• Swedish Customs control – an accurate 
enterprise? (2019) – It is better to know your own 
errors (Swedish National Audit Office) 

• Improving government’s planning and spending 
framework (2018) – Value for money vs. short-term 
planning (National Audit Office) 

• Telecommunication solutions in the Institutions of 
Bosnia and Herzegovina (2014) – Strategies need 
systemic analysis (Audit Office of the Institutions of 
Bosnia and Herzegovina) 

• The Activities Carried out within the Framework of 
e-Transformation Turkey Project (2006) – e-
Transformation Turkey Project (Turkish Court of 
Accounts) 

• The Public Web Sites During a Period of 
Transmission to e-Government (2006) – Websites 
of e-Transformation (Turkish Court of Accounts) 

The e-Government subgroup encourages all members of 
the EUROSAI ITWG to send audit reports or audit 
summaries in English for inclusion to the CUBE. 

 

Activities of the INTOSAI WGITA 

The mission of the INTOSAI Working Group on IT Audit 
(WGITA) is to support INTOSAI community to develop 
knowledge and skills in the use of IT audits by 

• developing standards and guidance, 
• facilitating exchange of experiences, best practices, 

• encouraging cooperation among SAIs across 
INTOSAI Regions. 

SAI India is the Chair of the WGITA and has 52 members 
and 4 observers in the Working Group. The working group 
activities are carried out on the basis of its Terms of 
Reference and triennial work plan. The 29th assembly of 
the members of WGITA was to be hosted by State Audit 
Office (SAO) of Hungary on 6-7 April 2020, followed by a 
Seminar on ‘Strengthening Digital Awareness - IT Audit - 
Learning, Audit, Guidance’, on 8 April 2020, in Budapest, 
Hungary. 

However, in view of the pandemic, the assembly and 
seminar activities are being moved online. The WGITA 
assembly webinar on Country Paper presentations was 
held on 16th October 2020 and the Seminar is scheduled 
to be held in the first week of November 2020. The first 
quarterly WGITA webinar on GAO’s IT and Cybersecurity 
audit work on the 2020 United States Census has been 
hosted by US Government Accountability Office (GAO) on 
6 and 7 October 2020. 

During 2020-22, the WGITA will develop the following 
guidance documents outside INTOSAI Framework for 
Professional Pronouncements (IFPP): 

1. Cyber Security and Data Protection Challenges 
2. Audit of IT Management functions including IT 

Governance, Contract Management and 
Sustainability 

3. Performance Evaluation of IT Systems 

The working group will also develop an IFPP GUID 5101 
on Information Systems Security Audit as well as will 
revise the WGITA –IDI Handbook on IT Audit. The 
International Centre for Information Systems and Audit 
(iCISA), the Global Training Facility of WGITA, will also 
develop a global curriculum on IT Audit. Further, WGITA 

http://egov.nik.gov.pl/g/egov/UK/2019/BBCunderstanding/alg_BBCunderstanding.html
http://egov.nik.gov.pl/g/egov/LT/2019/SmartTaxAdmSys/alg_SmartTaxAdmSys.html
http://egov.nik.gov.pl/g/egov/LT/2019/SmartTaxAdmSys/alg_SmartTaxAdmSys.html
http://egov.nik.gov.pl/g/egov/SE/2019/CustomsControl/alg_CustomsControl.html
http://egov.nik.gov.pl/g/egov/SE/2019/CustomsControl/alg_CustomsControl.html
http://egov.nik.gov.pl/g/egov/UK/2018/planningSpending/alg_planningSpending.html
http://egov.nik.gov.pl/g/egov/UK/2018/planningSpending/alg_planningSpending.html
http://egov.nik.gov.pl/g/egov/BA/2014/telecomSolutions/alg_telecomSolutions.html
http://egov.nik.gov.pl/g/egov/BA/2014/telecomSolutions/alg_telecomSolutions.html
http://egov.nik.gov.pl/g/egov/TR/2006/eTransformation/alg_eTransformation.html
http://egov.nik.gov.pl/g/egov/TR/2006/eTransformation/alg_eTransformation.html
http://egov.nik.gov.pl/g/egov/TR/2006/webSites/alg_webSites.html
http://egov.nik.gov.pl/g/egov/TR/2006/webSites/alg_webSites.html
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is also organizing webinars and will maintain an IT Audit 
Database in its website. 

More information on WGITA can be accessed at 
www.intosaicommunity.net/wgita  

 

Cooperation between WGBD and ITWG 

Established in December 2016, the INTOSAI Working 
Group on Big Data (WGBD) aims to determine the 
opportunities and challenges faced by the Supreme Audit 
institutions in the era of big data. More importantly, it also 
promotes the information sharing and experience 
exchange around big data among the audit institutions in 
different countries. WGBD has successfully organized 
three times annual meetings from 2017 to 2019 with the 
theme of big data audit experience sharing, the role of big 
data audit in the realization of national sustainable 
development goals and audit reform under the big data 
environment. 

Recently, the fourth video conference was held by WGBD 
on September 24th, 2020. More than 100 representatives 
from 31 countries and organizations attended the meeting 
and representatives from 13 countries gave speeches on 
innovation and application of big data audit and analysis 
technology. The results of a questionnaire conducted by 
the Audit Board of the Republic of Indonesia have showed 
that Supreme Audit Institutions of various countries differ 
in four aspects of the application of latest technologies. 
They are big data basic capability, big data acquisition 
technology, big data analysis technology and big data 
presentation technology, all of these were profoundly 
discussed on the research project undertaken by the Audit 
Board of the Republic of Indonesia. On account of Big 
Data Audit Guidelines, National Audit Office of the 
People’s Republic of China has reported the progress of 
the research project in 2019, focusing on the preliminary 

integration framework which based on the concept and 
operation mechanism of big data audit and oriented toward 
quality control. In their report, the preliminary integration 
framework has incorporated a two-stage security system 
with data acquisition and preparation, data analysis and 
application, taking risk prevention point as the kernel. 

 

WGISTA and EUROSAI IT Working Group – 
Collaboration for a Digital Future of SAIs 

It hardly needs an emphasis that technology will shape our 
lives in significant ways as we are now living in times, 
because of Covid-19, when every profession is under 
spotlight of technology readiness.  

Though not aware of future in precise terms, but INCOSAI 
2019 did approve creation of INTOSAI Working Group on 
Impact of Science and Technology on Auditing (WGISTA) 
with the understanding that science and technology will 
impact profession of public sector auditing. And post 
Covid-19 world will only bear witness to the collective 
wisdom of INTOSAI community.  

Since its creation, WGISTA has been making steady 
progress. We are now a well-represented working group 
with 19 members and 6 observers from all across the 
globe. Our inaugural meeting was held on 16th September 
2020 wherein our work plans were adopted.  

Going forward, we have started implementation of these 
plans and our first project would be Environmental 
Scanning for emerging technologies and we would require 
support and participation from our members from all 
INTOSAI regions. We are glad that EUROSAI region is 
well represented on WGISTA membership.  

With the spirit of cooperation, collaboration and knowledge 
sharing, EUROSAI IT Working Group has also joined 
WGISTA as an observer. We have already held one virtual 
meeting with EUROSAI ITWG wherein we discussed the 

http://www.intosaicommunity.net/wgita
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possible avenues of cooperation between both the working 
groups. We will continue to engage with each other. 

 
GAO invites to contribute to the revision of the 
WGITA-IDI Handbook on IT Audit  

A WGITA project for evaluating the future direction of the 
INTOSAI WGITA-IDI Handbook on IT Audit is undergoing, 
led by U.S. GAO. As the project nears its completion, GAO 
would like to connect with EUROSAI ITWG members to 
get their perspectives on the Handbook at a virtual meeting 
on Wednesday, November 18 at 14:00 UTC. A link to the 
meeting will be sent via e-mail to all ITWG contacts. 

The objective of the project is to review the existing 
Handbook and determine the: (1) relevance of the 
information within the current Handbook; (2) content within 
the current Handbook that should be revised; and (3) 
additional references or guidance that should be added.  

GAO has so far analysed the results of the survey of 
approximately 30 SAIs on their use of the Handbook, 
including views on its usefulness, the adequacy of topic 
coverage, suggested improvements, etc. GAO has also 
benchmarked the Handbook against other relevant IT and 
performance audit guidance to evaluate how guidance and 
informational references are organized, and also to identify 
the currency of informational references and the level and 
detail of content provided. 

As a result of the review, GAO plans to provide initial 
recommendations to WGITA during its November 2020 
meeting. Ultimately, some options will be proposed with a 
recommended course of action to the WGITA on updates 
to the Handbook. It is aimed to identify opportunities for 
revising the Handbook to ensure that it is current, better 
aligned with other guidance, and potentially streamlined 
and enhanced in terms of content and informational 
resources. 

SIGNALS 2020 Conference 

The National Audit Office of Lithuania (NAOL) is holding 
the 4th Conference on Sustainable Development 
SIGNALS 2020 on 25 November for Lithuanian public 
sector representatives. SIGNALS 2020 will invite to 
discuss the importance of data in making vital national 
decisions, the actions that need to be taken to reduce the 
impact of climate change, and the role of education in 
closing the achievement gap and reducing the digital 
divide. 

In light of the current global situation, SIGNALS 2020 is 
planned as both a live and virtual event, with simultaneous 
English interpretation. The conference will be open to 
EUROSAI and INTOSAI communities. Since one of the 
conference‘s key topics is data use in the public sector, it 
is relevant to EUROSAI ITWG members as well.   

More information and registration to SIGNALS 2020 are 
available at www.signals.lt/en    

https://icisa.cag.gov.in/resource_files/c60986ef8dd5d4f658df077c1b5dceb7.PDF
http://www.signals.lt/en

